Studies of RNA recognition and catalysis typically involve measurement of rate constants for reactions of individual RNA sequence variants by fitting changes in substrate or product concentration to exponential or linear functions. A complementary approach is determination of relative rate constants by internal competition, which involves quantifying the time-dependent changes in substrate or product ratios in reactions containing multiple substrates. Here, we review approaches for determining relative rate constants by analysis of both substrate and product ratios and illustrate their application using the in vitro processing of precursor transfer RNA (tRNA) by ribonuclease P as a model system. The presence of inactive substrate populations is a common complicating factor in analysis of reactions involving RNA substrates, and approaches for quantitative correction of observed rate constants for these effects are illustrated. These results, together with recent applications in the literature, indicate that internal competition offers an alternate method for analyzing RNA processing kinetics using standard molecular biology methods that directly quantifies substrate specificity and may be extended to a range of applications.
Quantitative comparison of rate constants for the reactions of individual RNA sequence variants is an essential experimental tool for determining the biological specificity and catalytic properties of ribozymes, ribonucleases, and RNA processing factors [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Typically, RNA substrates are analyzed one at a time by fitting time courses of changes in substrate or product concentration to linear or exponential functions to determine reaction rate constants [6] [7] [8] . This direct approach is best, but it can be time-consuming and precision may be limited by variation in enzyme-specific activity, difficulty in controlling reaction conditions between experimental trials, and inaccuracies or nonlinearity in quantification of substrate or product concentrations.
Internal competition is an alternative method for quantifying enzyme rate constants that involves analyzing the change in the ratios of concentrations of alternative substrates or products as a function of reaction progress in reactions containing multiple substrates [9] [10] [11] [12] . This approach has potential advantages to direct fitting of kinetic data by offering higher precision, increased throughput, and less sensitivity to variation in enzyme specific activity [9, 10] . Internal competition kinetics has been used extensively to measure kinetic isotope effects [12, 13] , and substrate and product ratios have been measured using a wide range of analytical methods, including mass spectrometry [14, 15] , nuclear magnetic resonance [16, 17] , and radioactive remote labeling [18] [19] [20] . Recently, we used linear internal competition to measure relative rate constants for in vitro transfer RNA (tRNA) 1 processing by ribonuclease P (RNase P) under initial rate (steady-state) conditions [1] and by analyzing single time-point data using equations for internal competition adapted to large substrate populations [21] . Although successful, these previous applications have not included analyses of complete reaction time courses and, importantly, have not accounted for the contributions of incomplete reacting populations of substrates or biphasic kinetics to the observed relative rate constants [22] . To provide a consistent framework for further applications of internal competition to RNA processing reactions in vitro and a resource for wider application to additional experimental systems, we briefly review approaches for the determination of relative rate constants by internal competition. Approaches for analysis of complete time courses of both precursor and product ratios for reactions containing two alternative substrates are surveyed. We demonstrate their application using the RNase P endonuclease and a two-substrate model system that allows direct comparison of results with direct fitting. Importantly, an approach is described for fitting precursor ratio data to correct for inaccuracies due to inactive substrate populations. The results illustrate that internal competition provides an accurate means for quantification of specificity in RNA processing reactions with potential for improving precision and increasing throughput.
Materials and methods
Preparation of substrate ptRNA and RNase P holoenzyme Precursor tRNAs (ptRNAs) used as substrates and the RNA subunit of the RNase P holoenzyme were generated by in vitro transcription from plasmid or polymerase chain reaction (PCR) DNA templates and purified by denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) as described previously [1, 23, 24] . The substrate ptRNAs were dephosphorylated using alkaline phosphatase and 5 0 end-labeled with 32 P using [c-
32
P]ATP and polynucleotide kinase and purified using standard methods [23, 25] . Concentrations of ptRNA and RNase P RNA were determined by ultraviolet (UV) spectroscopy and diluted to appropriate stock concentrations in 10 mM Tris (pH 8.0) and 1 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA).
Determination of precursor and product ratios from in vitro ptRNA processing reactions
Reaction conditions for in vitro processing of ptRNA by the RNase P holoenzyme contained 200 nM of each ptRNA, 5 nM RNase P holoenzyme, 0.1 M NaCl, 40 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 17.5 mM MgCl 2 , and 1 mM EDTA. Mixtures containing 2Â concentration of ptRNA or RNase P RNA were prepared in reaction buffer lacking MgCl 2 and refolded by incubation at 90°C for 2 min. The reactions were cooled to 37°C, the appropriate concentration of MgCl 2 was added, and the 37°C incubation was continued for 30 min. An equivalent concentration of C5 protein was added to the holoenzyme solution, and the incubation was continued for an additional 15 min. Enzyme and substrate were mixed to start the reaction, and aliquots taken at appropriate time points were quenched by pipetting into an equivalent volume of 50 mM EDTA and 80% formamide.
The precursor and products from ptRNA processing reactions were resolved by PAGE on 10% acrylamide/0.5% bis-acrylamide gels containing 8 M urea. Gels were dried onto Whatman 3 MM paper, exposed to phosphorimager screens (Molecular Dynamics/ GE) for 10 to 24 h, and quantified using ImageQuant software to obtain the intensities of precursor and product bands as indicated in the text. Regions of the gel outside the sample lanes were also analyzed, and the background intensity was subtracted from precursor and product band intensities. The corrected phosphorimager signals were used to compute the precursor and product ratios used in the data-fitting analyses described below.
Results and discussion

Determination of relative rate constants by internal competition
Alternative substrate kinetics is well described in the literature [9] [10] [11] 26] , although it is not often applied analytically to RNA processing reactions. The general equations for measurement of relative rate constants by analysis of precursor and product ratios for two alternative substrates are summarized here, and their application is illustrated. Briefly, when two substrates compete in the same reaction for association with an enzyme-active site, the ratio of their observed rates of product formation is the ratio of their respective V/K values multiplied by their concentrations [6,9,26]:
The derivation of Eq. (1) for multiple turnover steady-state reactions is reproduced in the online supplementary material. As illustrated in Fig. 1A , S 1 and S 2 represent two alternative ptRNA substrates for the processing endonuclease RNase P, and v 1 and v 2 are the observed steady-state rates (M/s) for these two ptRNAs, respectively. The term V is the rate constant for reaction of reaction of the enzyme-substrate complex (ES) to yield free enzyme and product (E + S), and K is the apparent steady-state equilibrium constant (either K d or K m ) for the multiple turnover reaction. The ratio of the V/K (M À1 s
À1
) values for the two substrates provides a quantitative description of enzyme specificity [27, 26] Fig. 1B . At the start of the reaction (f = 0), the concentrations of both substrates are at experimentally defined values, which are equimolar in this example. Similarly, after completion (f = 1), the ratio of products P 2 /P 1 will be equivalent to the initial substrate ratio S 2 /S 1 provided that all of the input substrate is active. At an intermediate time during the reaction (f < 1), the ratio of the substrates (S 2 /S 1 ) and products (P 2 /P 1 ) will be offset from their initial and final values, respectively. The faster reacting substrate, in this example S 1 , becomes enriched in the product population (P 2 /P 1 > 1) at early time points, whereas the slower reacting species is enriched in the residual unreacted substrate population (S 2 /S 1 < 1) at later time points. These ratios change with increasing f as a function of the relative rate constant r k, which is defined by the differences in activation energy (DG à ) for the reactions of the two substrates.
Given the following definitions for the ratios of S 1 and S 2 , an expression for the r k can be obtained in terms of the ratios of the two substrates [11, 12, 28] (see supplementary material):
In these ratios, S 1 and S 2 are the substrate concentrations at a specific fraction of reaction (f), whereas P 1 and P 2 are the corresponding product concentrations. S 1,0 and S 2,0 are the substrate concentrations at the beginning of the reaction.
The following expression is used to quantify relative rate constants from analysis of the ratios of the concentrations of the residual unreacted substrates at a fraction of reaction (usually f = 0.3-0.7) sufficient to achieve a measurable level of fractionation while still providing sufficient signal:
Similarly, the relative rate constant can be determined by measuring the enrichment of the faster reacting substrate in the product population at low fractions of reaction:
Eqs. (2) and (3) are routinely used to measure kinetic isotope effects by analyses of multiple measurements of R P or R S taken at or near the f value where there will be the maximum expression of the rate difference while still providing sufficient material for analysis [12, [29] [30] [31] [32] .
A more complete approach has been to rearrange Eq. (3) such that the measured parameters R S and f are on opposite sides of the equation and R 0 and r k are the fitted parameters in a time course (e.g., see Refs. [12, [15] [16] [17] ]):
In addition, the transient accumulation of the faster reacting product can be analyzed by fitting plots of R P versus time [33] :
Simulations illustrating the expected changes in precursor and product ratios for different r k values are shown in Fig. 1C and D.
As the reaction proceeds, the faster reacting substrate becomes progressively depleted from the residual substrate population. Therefore, the ratio of the two substrates changes as the reaction progresses, reflecting the increasing enrichment of the slow-reacting substrate (Fig. 1C) . At high fractions of reaction, even a relatively small difference in the rate constants (<2-fold) for the two substrates results in a large change in the residual substrate ratio. Similarly, the ratio of the two products shows characteristic changes as a function of reaction progress, depending on the relative rate constant. In this case, the fast-reacting substrate is enriched at early time points and the product ratio approaches the initial substrate ratio as the reaction progresses (Fig. 1D ).
As described below, for RNA processing reactions, the presence of unreactive misfolded substrate populations is a potential complicating factor. In this case, the concentration of S 2 can be given by
where U 2 is the fraction of substrate population S 2 that is inactive for processing by the enzyme and S 2,0 is the initial substrate concentration. For the reference substrate, the reaction kinetics is assumed to be ideal:
If the concentrations of the two substrates are essentially equal, then the ratios of the two substrates become the following (see supplementary material):
This form can then be used to fit substrate ratio data in order to determine the experimental r k value when the fraction of the experimental substrate that has a known fraction, U 2 , is unreactive as illustrated below. It is also possible for there to be a fraction of the reference substrate population (U 1 ) that is inactive as well. As illustrated below, a significant U 1 value results in an apparent increase in the calculated r k from fitting to Eq. (8), whereas the r k value decreases as U 2 increases. As a consequence, data fitting using equations in which both U 1 and U 2 are variables proved to be problematic due to difficulty in specifying the relative magnitudes of these parameters. Note that no assumption is made regarding the size of the fraction of inactive fraction U; thus, Eq. (8) is general. However, as the active fraction of the experimental substrate population decreases, the signal/noise ratio will also decrease and ultimately place a limit on the size of the unreactive population that can be analyzed.
With respect to practical application of competitive alternative substrate kinetics for structure-function experiments, several key issues follow from application of this approach [9] [10] [11] . First, because both substrates must compete for the available free enzyme in order to react and form product, the association step contributes to the relative population of ES 1 and ES 2 and, therefore, the observed rates. Direct measurements of rate constants, therefore, is the only way to determine r k values for V. However, if V reflects the same rate constant as that measured under single turnover conditions (E ) S), then it should be possible to measure relative effects on V by internal competition kinetics performed under these conditions. Second, because the enzyme concentration occurs in the rate equations for v obs1 and v obs2 , it cancels out in their ratio. So long as the steady-state conditions are maintained, the ratio of observed rates and the ratio of V/K values are independent of enzyme concentration. This could be useful for reactions involving impure enzyme or difficult-to-control reaction conditions. Third, it is also evident that the individual step or steps in the reaction scheme that is rate limiting for V/K does not need to be the same for the two substrates. Application of competitive kinetics, therefore, will report on the relative V/K values for the two substrates, and provided that the V/K of the reference substrates is known, the other can be calculated but does not make any assumptions about what is rate limiting for either substrate. Fourth, because substrate and product ratios are analyzed, systematic errors in the accuracy of their measurement such as differences in enzyme-specific activity or reaction conditions or inaccuracies in measurements of substrate or product concentrations (i.e., differences in species ionization during mass spectrometry analysis), which confound direct data fitting, cancel out in the internal competition approach, and this can result in a corresponding increase in precision of relative rate constant measurements.
In vitro processing of alternative ptRNA substrates by RNase P
In vitro processing of ptRNA processing by RNase P is a good model system to examine the advantages and disadvantages of using internal competition kinetics for in vitro RNA processing reactions, including ribozyme catalysis. RNase P is a ribonucleoprotein enzyme that cleaves ptRNA to generate the mature tRNA 5 0 end. Typical in vitro RNA processing reactions, such as those used to measure RNase P activity, use radiolabeled RNA, and the substrate and products are resolved by PAGE. The absolute intensities of the resulting bands are quantified by phosphorimager analysis. Structure-function studies in vitro have been used to gain insight into the intrinsic molecular recognition properties of RNase P that determine its biological function [34, 35] . Endogenous ptRNA substrates have similar V/K values; however, changes in sequence and structure contacted by RNase P can result in miscleavage or reduced processing rate constants [1, 21] . Thus, RNase P is a useful example for application of internal competition that is relevant to a wider range of RNA processing reactions and enzyme systems.
To apply internal competition kinetic analyses, it is necessary to measure the ratio of the concentrations of the two competing substrates or products and to precisely measure the fraction of reaction of the reference substrate [11] . As shown in Fig. 2A , the ptRNA Met substrate has a 5 0 leader sequence that is 10 nt in length, whereas the ptRNA Met L1+21 and ptRNA Met L5+21 substrates have leader sequences that are 31 nt long. In addition, these substrates differ from ptRNA Met at positions N(À3) to N(À8) relative to the cleavage site that is located between nucleotides N(À1) and N(1). These positions contact or influence the binding to the essential protein cofactor in the RNase P-ptRNA complex, and variation of their sequence affects the observed V/K value for processing by Escherichia coli RNase P [21] . The difference in 5 0 leader length allows the precursors and products of both substrates to be resolved by PAGE and, thus, allows time courses for their reactions to be analyzed separately by fitting these data to an exponential function ( substrates. The positions of the substrates and products in the gel are indicated. Quantification of these data by phosphorimager analysis is used to determine S 2 /S 1 and P 2 /P 1 ratios analyzed in Fig. 3 . approximately 4-fold slower rate constant at 0.00017 min À1 compared with the reference substrate that reacted with an observed rate constant of 0.0006 min À1 (Table 1 ). Calculation of a relative rate constant from these values yields a value of r k = 0.14(5). The ptRNA Met L1+21 substrate with the L1+21 leader sequence shows an approximately 2-fold faster rate constant (0.0010 min À1 ) relative to ptRNA Met yielding a calculated r k value of 1.8(9) using the rate constants measured by direct fitting; however, in these experiments the propagated error from the individual measurements is relatively large, placing an intrinsic limit on any mechanistic interpretation that may be drawn.
Determination of relative rate constants by analysis of substrate and product ratios
The r k values for substrate and product ratios were also determined by fitting the data from experiments exemplified in Fig. 2A and B to Eqs. (4) and (5). As shown in Fig. 3C, the L5+21 that compare favorably with the results from direct fitting ( Table 1) .
A large increase is observed in the ptRNA Met L5+21/ptRNA Met ratio (R S = S 2 /S 1 ) as the reaction containing both substrates proceeds due to the larger rate constant for ptRNA Met and the faster depletion of this substrate from the residual substrate population (Fig. 3E ). Fitting these data to Eq. (4) yielded an r k value of 0.22(1), consistent with both direct fitting and internal competition analysis of product ratios (Table 1) . However, as shown in Fig. 3F , the change in substrate ratio (ptRNA Met L1+21/ptRNA Met = S 2 /S 1 ) as a function of reaction progress does not follow ideal value of 0.062 to account for the increase in the S 2 /S 1 ratio at higher fractions of reaction. Averages and standard deviations of the rate constants for all three substrates are summarized in Table 1 .
Table 1
Comparison of relative reaction rate constants determined by direct fitting and internal competition using either product or substrate ratios. 
L1+21/ ptRNA
Met ratio is observed, followed by an increase at later time points. The non-ideal behavior is likely due to misfolding of a portion of the ptRNA Met L1+21 substrate RNA population that renders it refractory to cleavage by RNase P. This behavior is not unexpected given that a characteristic feature of the biophysical behavior of structured RNAs is their ability to adopt alternative folded structures [22, 36] . Only one or a subset of these alternative structures may be biologically active, and examples where this has been observed include tRNA folding (see Ref. [22] and references therein). Indeed, the data in Fig. 2B show that a small fraction of residual ptRNA Met L1+21 substrate is not consumed. To illustrate the effect of substrate misfolding resulting in inactive species in the experimental sample, we simulated the substrate ratio data for hypothetical substrates with slower ( r k = 0.5) or faster ( r k = 2) rate constants than the reference substrate or with the same rate constant ( r k = 1) using Eq. (6). For each case, the effect of increasing fraction of unreactive experimental substrate, U 2 , on the observed S 2 /S 1 ratio was simulated ranging from 0.01 to 0.1 using the exponential functions in Eqs. (6) and (7) (Fig. 4A) . When r k = 0.5 and the observed S 2 /S 1 data are fit to Eq.
(4), which assumes complete reaction of both S 1 and S 2 , an increasingly inaccurate r k value is obtained for the reaction of S 2 as the fraction of unreactive population increases. For a reaction where there is no difference in the rate constants for the two substrates ( r k = 1), the presence of unreactive species in the experimental substrate population results in an apparent increase in the S 2 /S 1 ratio and r k < 1 is obtained from fitting to Eq. (4). Although this effect is comparatively small, it is apparent that an experimental substrate that has no difference in rate constant relative to the reference substrate ( r k = 1) could be subject to false interpretation that it reacts more slowly if an appreciable fraction is misfolded and, therefore, inactive. For an experimental substrate that reacts with a faster rate constant than the reference ( r k = 2), the S 2 /S 1 ratio decreases as the reaction proceeds; however, increasing fractions of unreactive S 2 result in deflection of this trend and ultimately an overall increase in the S 2 /S 1 ratio (Fig. 4B) . As a result, fitting these data to Eq. (4) returns an increasingly inaccurate r k value that underestimates the intrinsic value (Fig. 4D) . Thus, the presence of unreactive species in the experimental substrate population can significantly confound internal competition analyses of substrate ratios.
As illustrated in Fig. 3F , for the reaction containing both ptRNA Met L5+21 and ptRNA Met substrates, the data are adequately described by a function describing a faster reacting S 2 that also contains a small fraction that is inactive (Eq. (8)). The derivation of Eq. (8) is provided in the supplementary material and includes the variable, U 2 , for the fraction of the experimental substrate that is unreactive. An r k value of 1.6(5) is obtained by fitting to this function and a U 2 value of 0.03, consistent with the PAGE data observed in Fig. 2B . It is also possible that there will be an unreactive fraction in the reference substrate (U 1 ) as well as an unreactive fraction in the experimental substrate (U 2 ). To explore the consequences of this scenario, we performed a series of simulations for r k = 2 in which U 1 was assumed to be 0.1 and U 2 was varied from 0 to 0.1 (Fig. 4C) . A significant fraction of unreacted reference substrate U 1 results in an artificially lower S 2 /S 1 substrate ratio at high fractions of reaction that results in an overestimate of the intrinsic r k value. This result contrasts with the effect of increased U 2 values that result in an underestimate of the intrinsic r k (Fig. 4D) .
Although an expression containing both U 1 and U 2 as variables can be derived, data fitting proved to be problematic due to the opposing effects of their values on the observed S 2 /S 1 ratio. A more general solution is to fit these data with Eq. (8) in which a single value for the experimental substrate is assumed. As shown in Fig. 4C and D 
Conclusions
Direct fitting of kinetic data is the primary tool of enzyme kinetics, including RNA processing enzymes and ribozymes; however, internal competition can offer significant advantages in some cases and can serve as a valuable experimental tool. As illustrated by the examples presented here, this approach can be used to accurately distinguish small differences in relative rate constants for reactions of alternative RNA substrates in vitro. The ability to compare reaction kinetics within the same reaction necessarily minimizes differences due to enzyme concentration and specific activity. Thus, competitive methods may be particularly useful for complex enzyme preparations or extracts. Importantly, alternative substrate kinetics provides a direct readout of enzyme specificity that is essential for understanding the competition between substrates in vivo [1, 20, 37] . The method is applicable to single time-point assays in those cases where the entire reaction course cannot be followed or material is limiting. However, fitting of multiple data points over reaction time courses is preferable for optimizing accuracy. Internal competition kinetics is also advantageous when measuring absolute substrate concentrations is difficult, for example, in mass spectrometry where differences in ionization can influence signal intensities. Because changes in substrate or product ratios are quantified, inaccuracies in their values cancel [e.g., R S /R 0 = (S 2 /S 1 )/(S 2,0 /S 1,0 ) = (S 2 /S 2,0 )/(S 1 /S 1,0 )], with concomitant increases in accuracy of rate constant measurements [11, 38] . As noted previously in the literature on kinetic isotope effect (KIE) analyses by internal competition, there are inherent limitations due to low signal-to-noise ratios at early and late fractions of reaction [12] . That is, at low fractions of reaction there is little change in the residual substrate ratio, whereas at high fractions of reaction the enrichment of the slower reacting substrate is greatest. However, this increase in fractionation is offset by inaccuracy in measuring the remaining low concentration of unreacted substrate. In addition, the results shown here further underscore the limitation that small differences in inactive populations can be problematic for quantifying small differences in rate constants. Purification of substrate RNAs by non-denaturing PAGE to isolate more uniformly folded population could provide a way to avoid this limitation. Nonetheless, the approach is broadly applicable, and advantages include the ability to quantify effects on reaction rate constants with greater precision, increased throughput of individual kinetic trials, and the potential to recognize non-ideal kinetic behavior. The simple kinetic method applied here provides a consistent framework for extending internal competition analysis to other systems and more complex substrate populations.
